








We take lessons at

the Learning Tree with

Mr. Jeffers. He’s

already teaching us

the steps to the proper

pounce. There’s a

pretty butterfly I

want to go chase, and

this is SO BORING,

and before I know it,

he’s  asking me to

show him what I

learned! I’m not ready!



Oh no, I jumped too

soon! Now Mr. Jeffers

is upset, “No Leonora!

You have to crouch

down, then hold very

still before you jump!

You scared away your

mouse! Did you PAY

ATTENTION to the

steps? Why didn’t you

HOLD STILL?”

Why is he picking on me?



Why does everyone look angry?

What did I do wrong?

It’s finally chase the butterfly time. I love this game, but I

wish we didn’t have to WAIT IN LINE. I’m the fastest

runner, I’ll just skip the line and show everyone else how

to do it! They would like that!



Mr. Jeffers is upset with me again! I just wanted to show

everyone how to do it! Why is he being so mean to me?

No Leonora! You can’t

cut in line, you have

to BE PATIENT!



This day is not going so well. Math class is next and I’m not very good at

math. We have to count the zebra stripes, I can’t do this!  Why are all of

my friends talking and laughing together? Why aren’t they talking to me?

Are they laughing at me?



ROOOOAAAARRR!!

Stop laughing at me!



Today is finally over so I can go home and talk to Dad. I tried to BE PATIENT

and WAIT IN LINE and SIT STILL but it’s so hard! I get filled with energy and

feel like I’m going to EXPLODE!  I didn’t mean to ROAR at my friends, it came out

before I thought about it. Dad says we’ll talk to Mama Lion to see if she can help.



Mama Lion is the oldest and wisest lion in our pride. Talking to her makes

me feel better. She helps me understand my brain works differently than

other cubs. It’s what makes me such a great runner and so good at climbing,

but it’s also why I have trouble sitting still and being patient. It’s why I

get frustrated and roar at my friends when I don’t mean to.

It’s OK to be different



Mama Lion gives me some medicine to take every morning that helps me

focus during pouncing lessons. She also has some ideas for me, Daddy and

Mr. Jeffers that will help me do better in school. I’m still nervous, but

I’m excited to try my new techniques tomorrow!



When the lesson gets

BORING, Mr. Jeffers has

us respond to questions

together to help us pay

attention. He asks, “When

pouncing, what do you do

after you crouch down?”

We all say, “HOLD STILL!”

I like getting to answer out

loud with everyone else.

Mr. Jeffers gives me praise

when I do something right,

so it helps me remember what

I should be doing.

Good job holding still so

you don’t scare your

mouse, Leonora!



It’s still REALLY hard to wait in line during “chase the butterfly”, but I

made a behavior contract with Dad that said I will not cut my friends. If I

don’t cut, I get to demonstrate sprinting during pounce lessons! If I do

cut, I decided I won’t get to play that day. I’m going to remember my

contract with my dad and wait my turn.



Uh oh, it’s count the zebra stripes time. I’m still not very good at this, and my

friends are talking and laughing again. I start to get angry, but then I stop and

take a deep breath and remember what Mama Lion taught me. I tell myself, “They

are just having fun, they are not laughing at me. If I try hard I will learn to count

the stripes.” I go to my friends and it turns out they are laughing about a funny

story, not me! They tell me the story and I start laughing too!

Ha ha ha!



It’s time to go home, and I

feel SO PROUD of myself.

It wasn’t easy to PAY

ATTENTION and BE

QUIET and WAIT IN LINE

and BE PATIENT. But

with the help of Mr.

Jeffers, Daddy, Mama

Lion, and my medicine, I

was able to have a good

day at school. I learned

how to pounce and had fun

with my friends!



ADHD, with
learners with ADHD

—
Choral Responding

it added a bit of
excitement to it.

— ’s wiggly-
ness spooked the prey and made her mouse escape. By offering Behavior Specific Praise

ng.

— her
Behavior Contract with her dad she outlined the behavior that was important

trate how to sprint
in Chase the

behavior and not
have anyone else manage it for her.

Impulsivity and Anger Management—
told things they are doing incorrectly. Depression is also a common concurrent ailment with ADHD. Leonora’

Self Talk instead, Leonora
could remind herself that she CAN do math if she tries very hard, and reminded herself that her friends are probably not laughing at her. She
could remind herself to take a deep breath and help calm herself down. Once she was able to do that, she actually listened to her friends and
discovered they were not laughing at her, and that there was no need to get angry.

helped calm her brain down and helped her focus on her lessons.


